Isolation Gown - Level III
Garment Specifications

Finished Garment Measurements
Neck opening - circumference
Front Collar Width pt to pt
Front Collar drop
Left Loop (Velcro) Tape
Right Hook (Velcro) Tape
Shoulder length at seam
Sleeve length - Top
Sleeve length - Bottom
Sleeve opening - min
Sleeve opening - max
Sleeve cuff
Chest width at bust
Side seam
Length at Center Front
Right Tie
Center Front Tie
Left tie
Bottom Hem Width

3 Sizes: XL, XXL & XXXL-XLONG

XL
26.75
10
3
1.5 x 6.75
1” x 1.5”
10
26.25
25
3.125
5.375
2x3.5
35.5
48
27.875
15.75 + 2.375
17.75
66

XXXL-XLARGE
28.5” (excluding binding)
9.75”
2.75”
1.5” x 7.5”
1” x 1.5”
10”
29.75” (excluding cuff)
27.5” (excluding cuff)
3.25”
5.875”
2” W x 3” H tubular rib
27”
38”
55.5”
34
18.25” + 2.375” tab
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Isolation Gown - Level III
3 Sizes: XL, XXL & XXXL-XLONG

Sewing Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Fuse center front tie and tab to center front.
Fuse or sew center front tie to tab.
Sew sleeves to bodice, right sides together, using a 3 needle overlock/serge stitch.
Sew shoulder and top of sleeve seam in one, using a 5 needle safety stitch or a 4 needle mock safety stitch.
Catch the loop tape in the left shoulder seam.
Sew cuffs to sleeve, right sides together, using a 3 needle overlock/serge stitch.
Sew binding around neck opening, catching the top of the loop tape on the left back opening, matching
notches, using a single needle lockstitch. There should be 1/2” overhang of the binding on each side of the
neck opening.
Sew back tapes to garment, using a single need lockstitch, at notches.
Sew hook tape to right back opening, using a single needle lockstitch.

Fabric and Findings
Fabric: nonwoven fabric. Fabric for sleeves and center front panel are more impervious for the class IV than
the main fabric for the gown. If the garment is to be reused, a tightly woven fabric may suffice, though it may
not provide the same level of personal protection. If a woven fabric is used, then the back opening and hem will
need to be overlocked to prevent fraying. There is an additional impermeable panel for the center front of the
class IV gown.
Tapes: Can be self fabric, if the fabric does not fray. Other options include twill tape, shoe strings, bias tape, or
pliable plastic ribbons. Care must be taken to choose a tape that will function with the intended use. For example, plastic ribbon would be useful for single-use gowns, but may melt under a high heat machine wash. The
front tie must be made of self fabric and fused to the front of the gown.
Binding: Self fabric, bias binding, nonwoven strips.
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